


Haathphools, Chandbalis, Two-in-one finger rings
and much more starting at `35,000.

The lotus grows where nothing else grows,

far from the reaches of sun. And then slowly 

making its way to the top,

 it blossoms into a rapturous delight.

 Tanishq pays tribute to the lotus, 

this gentle yet beautiful flower in stunning 

diamonds and pure gold, and calls it Niloufer.

A sensuous ode to the charming woman who 

has many facets to her personality like the 

different shades of a lotus.

This collection explores the latest trends in 

jewellery design, keeping in mind that 

the Niloufer woman likes trying out new 

things. Thus, making it a great match for both 

traditional attire and evening wear.



TRENDS:

  ◇ HAATHPHOOLS

  ◇ CHANDBALIS

  ◇ DOUBLE HEADED RINGS

  ◇ BRACELETS

Inspired by a woman who likes trying out 

new things, Niloufer explores trends like 

haathphools, chandbalis, double headed 

rings, bracelets, and  two-in-one finger 

rings that go effortlessly well with both 

traditional and modern wear.



2215NDP
2215FCP
2215FCL
2215FEJ

Beautiful rings that bring alive the 

enchanting image of a lotus 

joyously  floating in the pond, 

surrounded by coy white buds or 

tender drops of dew. A great way 

to make people listen to the gentle 

whisperings of your fingers.

STYLISH 
DOUBLE RINGS



The lotus shaped diamond studded 

haatphool is classic yet gives the 

wearer an effortlessly modern look. 

The gold bangle curves softly about 

the wrist with a little chain attached. 

It can be worn as a set as well as  a 

bracelet and ring.

CLASSY 
HAATHPHOOLS

ORNATE
HEADED
BRACELETS
These slim gold bracelets with its ruby 

studded ends can brighten up an other-

wise ordinary day  or add a dash of 

sparkle to a dinner conversation. 

2215VES
2215VEP
2215VEU
2215VET
2215VEV



2215SBD
2215SEH
2215SEF

Delicate stems trace the ears as they 

move away  from a tender lotus motif 

crafted in pink rubies and gold. A soft 

highlight that gently draws attention to 

your ears amidst conversations.

GRACEFUL
EAR CLIMBERS

A  tasteful pair of earrings 

flaunting arched lotus stems 

infused with radiant diamonds.

ORNATE 
CHANDBALI 
EARRINGS



Stunning lotus motifs studded

with diamonds and rubies. 

These breathtakingly intricate sets 

of pendants and earrings add a 

gentle feminine touch  to work 

wear for the modern woman.

ELEGANT SETS

2215NAO
2215PAU
2215PAS
2215NAD

2215DAS
2215SAU
2215DAO

2215PBC
2215SBC



Gentle buds floating coyly 

amongst the  leaves, hold a dream 

within their tightly wrapped petals. 

That of blossoming into a beautiful 

lotus as hazy rays of sunlight wake 

them from deep slumber.



2215SBK
2215NDB
2215PEI
2215HBP

A delicate foliage of 

diamonds sways from the 

softly curved stem, 

as buds of gold covered 

with pink rubies slowly 

approach full bloom.

Pristine lotus buds etched with 

rubies and delicately outlined with 

gold,  coyly curl into an embrace 

as the night approaches. The 

petals made of dazzling diamonds 

further add an air of elegance to 

this resplendent necklace.



2215HBV
2215NDC
2215NDA
2215DDD
2215VEY

Soft gold tendrils curl 

about loops of sparkling 

diamonds that ripple away 

from a bud finely crafted 

with pink rubies. 

The lotus sits upon an 

intricate mesh of 

diamonds as orbs of 

gold drip down the 

ornate chain.



2215SAP
2215PAP

2215VER
2215FCC
2215HEB

The mesmerizing image of a 

lotus pond comes alive as lush 

pink and white buds etched 

with bright rubies 

and diamonds are surrounded 

by leaves woven in gold. 

This enchanting J shaped hoop has 

a fine stream of diamonds trickling 

upon a blooming lotus bud, 

inspired by the unexpected shower 

at dawn that leaves the flowers 

dancing in delight.



2215DBO
2215VEZ
2215HBQ
2215VEQ

A tribute to the lotus as a 

floret which keeps the 

onlookers rapt, as its soft 

petals gently unfurl with each 

passing day.

Luscious buds laid with 

rubies swarm about each 

other interspersed with 

dewy pools of shining 

diamonds.

2215PAR
2215DBF



Slowly awakening from the bed of a pond, 

the lotus ascends to the top and blooms rapturously. 

A timeless metaphor for rising through strife and 

soaring to the peak of one’s potential.



2215HBS
2215BAA
2215DAA

2215NAA
2215FCI

A pond full of fragrant 

blooming lotuses is a 

sight that stays etched 

in the memory forever. 

These designs are a 

homage to this surreal 

manifestation of nature.

Matte finished gold petals 

surround a stunningly 

complex assortment of 

diamonds sitting in the 

center. A breathtaking 

piece that replicates the 

sheer complexity of 

nature’s craft.



Even though the lotus grows in water, it remains 

untouched by it. A timeless metaphor for the 

way of life. In this elegant set, a ruby clad lotus 

calmly resides in the center as ripples etched 

with diamonds attempt to touch its petals.

A stunning display of the 

symmetry in nature. A lotus 

with golden leaves blooms 

perfectly to show the 

mystifying assortment of 

diamonds in its center. 

2215SBB
2215PBB
2215VEX

2215PDL
2215SDL



2215HDT
2215PDT
2215DBM

2215PDT
2215SDJ

A half open lotus laid with 

Ombré graded rubies is 

wrapped in arcs of diamonds, 

with sparkling droplets 

hanging from it.

Blooming lotuses made of 

flawless white diamonds 

rest on wisps of gold in 

these delightful sets.



2215FBC

2215FCO
2215PDK
2215DDK

A wisp of gold festooned with diamonds 

surrounds a serenading lotus captured in 

its full bloom in these earrings as it sits 

beside a  gold finger ring draped in pink 

petals and a lotus etched with diamonds 

blooming in the center.



2215DAH
2215NAH
2215FEL

2215PAV
2215SAV

Sunlight  bursts into an ecstatic dance 

as it falls upon this lotus made of 

white diamonds, softly wrapped in an 

intricate mesh of pink rubies and gold.

This set brings alive the image of a 

blooming lotus soaked in dewdrops at 

dawn. Radiant diamonds trickle upon the 

flowers finely outlined with gold.



2215VEB
2215FEM
2215DAK

2215PDG
2215SAQ

The hues of rubies laid on the 

petals gently intensify as exuberant 

swirls of diamonds unite in this 

unique pendant. The diamonds at 

the centre of the lotus lend an 

alluring glow to its look.

Concentric yellow gold circles 

studded with diamonds are 

offset by a diamond and gold 

frieze. This ring brings together 

two bold and contrasting 

designs.



2215DDI
2215FEN
2215VFA

2215PDI
2215SBG

Florets made of diamonds 

cascade from the radiant 

lotus in the centre as it floats 

upon petite leaves of gold.

Diamonds set in whirls of 

yellow gold turn this ring 

into a timeless piece 

which captivates the 

onlookers with every 

movement of the hand.



2215DDG
2215NAL

2215HEE
2215FDJ
2215DDF

A delightfully minimal 

rendition of the lotus 

flower as it bursts into an 

ecstatic bloom.

Delicate tendrils of gold 

soaked in dew hold a ruby 

clad lotus and bud together 

in this beautiful set.



2215DMA
2215PDF
2215SDM

2215HBU
2215DAG

2215NAK
2215DAE
2215DAL

A homage to the beautiful 

shades of pink lotuses, 

highlighted with contrasting 

layers of white diamonds and 

yellow gold.

Stunning pieces that 

replicate the intricate 

design of the lotus leaves in 

radiant diamonds and 

yellow gold.



The lotus leaf is as intricate and 

beautiful as the flower in every detail. 

A breathtaking specimen of nature’s 

craft. It floats atop water and yet 

remains completely untouched by it. 



2215PDH
2215SBW

2215DBI
2215SDH
2215SBE

The lotus leaf floats 

quietly, decorated 

with droplets of fine 

diamonds.



2215PAX
2215SAX

2215PDS
2215SDS

A thin row of radiant 

diamonds embraces a lotus 

leaf whose veins are carved 

with gold as a cluster of dewy 

diamonds rests on it.



2215PAZ
2215SAZ

2215PAY
2215SAY

A splendid glimpse of the 

unseen. The fine details on the 

back of a lotus leaf are etched 

upon gold as a diamond spiral 

meanders across it.

This set captures the essence that 

has inspired poets throughout the 

ages. Droplets made of diamonds lie 

in harmonious unison as they 

surround a lotus on a leaf finely 

crafted with gold.


